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A unified constitutivemodel for structural steels is proposed to reproduce commonly observed hysteretic behav-
iors that are not represented effectively by current models. This model utilizes a concise description of the
Bauschinger effect and a virtual boundary surface to formulate a mathematically improved evolution rule for
the hardening behavior in the re-yielding and the subsequent stagnation stage. The model includes an explicit
discrete update formulation to describe strain range dependence, in a manner that does not require iterative so-
lution. Based on the existing experimental results, this model considers three cyclic mechanisms resulting in the
variation of size of the stress boundary surface in different loading histories. For a better description of cyclic be-
haviors, two new plastic internal variables are proposed to determine the growth of saturated stress in fixed
strain range and its temporary decrease under intermediately reverse deformation. For facilitating calibration,
evolution rules for this model are established as set of independent equations that may be calibrated separately.
Based on the calibrated parameters, the simulation results of proposed model show remarkable agreement with
monotonic as well as cyclic testing data of three different steel grades with various measured strength, particu-
larly in the case of irregular loading histories.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Accurate constitutive models are required to represent the response
of structural steels under irregular loading histories similar to those pro-
duced by seismic loading. Moreover, in recent years there has been sig-
nificant development in the area of high performance structural steels,
including high-strength steels [1] and low yield point, high ductility
steels [2]. Extensive experimental and theoretical investigations have
revealed work-hardening modes including cyclic softening that are pe-
culiar to these steels that constitutive models used for conventional
steels are unable to capture [3–17]. As a result, a unified constitutive
model for all types of structural steels is highly desirable. In this paper,
a unified phenomenological constitutive model is proposed on the
basis of different hysteretic behaviors that have been reported in litera-
ture for various types of steels, as well as those observed in experimen-
tal data obtained as part of this study.

The Bauschinger effect is commonly noted in a multitude of cyclic
tests on metallic materials, which is characterized by the reduced
yield stress after the reverse plastic deformation. In the framework of
the classical plasticity, represented by the theories of [18–31], this
phenomenon is represented through the yielding function consisting
of the backstress as well as the yield stress that indicates the kinematic
hardening and the isotropic hardening respectively. Recently, extensive
models are developed by incorporating a sophisticated dynamic recov-
ery term in order to produce a better prediction of ratchetting effect
[32–47]as well as the hysteric behavior [15,48–50]. In particular, to pre-
cisely describe the transient Bauschinger effect and the subsequent
work-hardening stagnation, Yoshida and Uemori [16] developed a vir-
tual boundary surface based on the conventional single surface model
so that the advantages derived from a conventional Armstrong Freder-
ick (AF) model [19] can be retained together with additional capacities
of rigorously depicting the hardening stagnation. Similarly, as reported
in the study accomplished by Ohno and Wang [51], the multisurface
form of Model II was obtained based on the transformation proposed
in the previous study [52], which is similar with the YU model in
terms of the evolution rule of backstresses and accordingly shares the
advantage of two surface model in prediction of cyclic stress-strain
loops. Basically, the transient Bauschinger effect and subsequent
work-hardening stagnation can be appropriately incorporated in both
models by virtue of the notion of multisurface. With the collective con-
sideration of the advantages and shortcomings of the popular existing
models, this study formulates a constitutive model that also overcomes
convergence problems alongwith the advantages in the precise predic-
tion of hysteretic loop.
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Furthermore, the memorized strain range dependent hardening
stagnation can be regarded as another significant phenomenon, which
is characterized by the stabilized hysteresis loop emerging under cyclic
loading in fixedmemorized strain range. For the description of such be-
havior, a newplastic internal variablewasproposed by Chaboche [28] to
memorize the largest plastic strain range in the loading history. Then a
generalized formula for the memorization effect based on the notion
of non-hardening region developed by Ohno [53].After that, this effect
is commonly incorporated in the recently proposed models for the de-
scription of the hardening/softening behaviors [15,54–57]. In this
paper, the evolution rule of memory surface in strain space is repre-
sented by the explicit discrete update formulations to facilitate the nu-
merical procedures.

Recently, in the field of earthquake engineering, accurate assess-
ment of structural response, particularly under irregular loading histo-
ries (e.g., those produced by near-fault ground motions) has become
an importantfield of study [58]. Such loading histories are characterized
by large deformation pulses at the beginning of the earthquake, which
might lead to the incipient large magnitude of plastic deformation
followed by subsequent cycles of reduced strain amplitude. Under
such conditions, conventional models often grossly misrepresent the
degree of stress saturation in subsequent cycles. Additionally, some dis-
tinctive hardening behaviors, including the gradual increase of harden-
ing stress in fixed memorized strain range as well as the variation of
elastic region with respect to the memorized strain range [5,6,8,9,59],
are also incorporated in the proposed model. The evolution rules of
these aforementioned effects are formulated by the mutually indepen-
dent equations with discrete update formulations, which would signif-
icantly facilitate the calibration process as well as the numerical
iterative procedure.

This paper aims to propose a unified constitutive model that is ap-
propriate to describe the shared cyclic behaviors of different structural
steels. Technically given the advantage of themulti-surfacemodel in ac-
curate description of transient Bauschinger effect as well as the strain
range dependence, we developed a new form of backstress evolution
to improve the accuracy as well as the computational efficiency. Fur-
thermore, based on the existing cyclic testing data, three separated
mechanisms have been firstly identified to be the major cause of the
variation of the stress boundary surface, and then formulated by corre-
sponding equations. Finally, in order to present the validity of proposed
model, total 25 cyclic testingdata of three structural steels under regular
and irregular loading are selected for the validation of proposed model.
Meanwhile, another two conventional models (Chaboche Model and
Fig. 1. Typical stress-strain curves based on (a) Chaboche model with/without memory ef
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YU Model) have also be used to examine the shortcomings of previous
models so as to demonstrate the improvement resulting from this pro-
posed model.

2. The motivation for the development of the new model

In the field of structural engineering, the Chaboche model [26] is
possibly the most commonly used constitutive model employed in the
simulation of steel components subjected to the cyclic loading. The pop-
ularity of thismodelmay be attributed to its incorporation in popularfi-
nite element platforms (e.g., [60]) and its simplicity in terms of the
formulations as well as the corresponding numerical methods. For the
description of the nonlinear hardening behavior, the Chaboche model
incorporates the isotropic term complying with an exponential law
and a nonlinear kinematic hardening term that consists of multiple
backstresses. These backstresses are defined as the combination of lin-
ear hardening aswell as nonlinear relaxation term. However, the classi-
cal Chaboche model (as originally proposed [26]) considers only the
accumulated equivalent plastic strain in its formulation of both the iso-
tropic and kinematic components, and thus does not consider themem-
ory effect which is observed most typically in the multi-level increasing
strain amplitude cyclic test. This phenomenon is characterized by the
hardening stress being saturated within certain memorized strain
range, while the predicted curve generated by the classical Chaboche
model (considering only the accumulated strain and disregarding the
strain range) approaches the ultimate level prematurely, as illustrated
by Fig. 1a. To address this issue, a new plastic internal variable for mem-
orization of themaximumplastic strainwas proposed to control the iso-
tropic hardening, as cited in [28].

However, both of the Chabochemodels are still unable to produce an
accuracy prediction of the stress-strain relationship in the re-yielding
stage. To address this issue, the YUmodelwas developed [16],which in-
corporates the so-called transient Bauschinger effect and subsequent
work-hardening stagnation. Unlike conventional multi-surface models,
the evolution rule of kinematic hardening is defined as to explicitly de-
termine the saturated stress and the hardening rate in the re-yielding
stage, as shown in Fig. 1b. However, the YU models employ a power
hardening law (in contrast to the linear rule of the Chaboche model);
this is susceptible to numerical problems due to the singularity of deriv-
atives when the power exponent is less than unity. Furthermore, the
size of the boundary surface in the YU model evolves with respect to
the accumulated plastic strain while the evolution rule of the memory
surface determines whether the expansion occurs. This compromises
fect and (b) YU model under increasing strain amplitude controlled loading protocol.
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accuracy in cases when the expansion rate varies with respect to the
memorized plastic strain range in the loading history.

Moreover, the YU model is also unable to reproduce the temporary
decrease in saturated stress during smaller strain amplitudes – an
important effect that has been noted in common structural steels
[5,11,12,15,17]. From the stress-strain response in the multi-level de-
creasing strain amplitude history, it is concluded that this phenomenon
can only be observed when the reverse plastic deformation is applied at
themomentwhen the current plastic strain is considerably less than the
maximum of plastic strain range in the loading history. Moreover, the
decrease in saturated stresswill gradually vanish if the specimen is sub-
jected to the subsequent increasing strain amplitude, which can be re-
ferred as to the reversibility of the decrease in saturated stress. The
reason why the Chaboche or YU model fail to describe such behavior
can be interpreted as the plastic internal variables monotonically in-
crease during the entire loading history. As illustrated in the Fig. 2,
these variables, represented by the accumulated plastic strain and the
maximum plastic strain, accordingly result in an overestimation of the
saturated stress only after a strain larger than subsequent strain cycles
is applied.

3. The constitutive model

3.1. Basic framework of the new model

The framework of this constitutive model is established on the clas-
sical phenomenologicalmetallic plasticmodel, where the total strain in-
crement dε is decomposed into the elastic strain increment dεe as well
as the plastic strain increment dεp, as expressed in Eq. (1) and denoted
in terms of symmetric tensor with bold letter.

dε ¼ dεe þ dεp ð1Þ

The incremental stress may be determined as:

dσ ¼ C : dεe ð2Þ

where the C is the elastic moduli assumed as a constant fourth-
order symmetric tensor. Furthermore, the evolution of the plastic
strain is assumed to comply with the associative flow rule with re-
spect to the yield function, where a generalized form combined
with the kinematic and isotropic portions is adopted, as expressed
by Eq. (3–5).
Fig. 2. Typical stress-strain curves based on (a) Chaboche model and (b) YU model compared
loading protocol.
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dεp ¼ dp⋅
∂f
∂σ ð3Þ

dp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3
dεp : dεp

r
ð4Þ

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2

S−αð Þ : S−αð Þ
r

−Y ð5Þ

where the term S denotes the stress deviator, variable α denotes the
center of the elastic region and the term Y represents its size.

3.2. The mathematically improved description of work-hardening
stagnation

Inspired by the YU model, the backstress α is expressed as the sum-
mation of the motion of the center of the boundary surface(denoted byβ) and the relativemovement of the center of the yield surface(denoted
by α∗) with respect to β, as given by Eq. (6).

α ¼ βþ α∗ ð6Þ

β ¼ ∑
ni

i¼1
β ið Þ ð7Þ

dβ ið Þ ¼ m ið Þ
β

2
3
b ið Þ
sat⋅dεp−β ið Þ⋅dp

� �
ð8Þ

α∗ ¼ ∑
nj

j¼1
α jð Þ

∗ ð9Þ

dα jð Þ
∗ ¼ m jð Þ

α
2
3
ω jð Þ⋅a⋅dεp−α jð Þ

∗ ⋅dp
� �

ð10Þ

a ¼ R−Y ð11Þ

∑
nj

j¼1
ω jð Þ ¼ 1:0 ð12Þ

In this model, the evolution rules of variables β and α∗ are formu-
lated by the Eqs. (7) and (9) respectively, based on Chaboche Model
with commonly observed plastic behavior under decreasing strain amplitude controlled
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[26]. These variables are both expressed as the combination of a desired
number of sub-components β(i) and α ∗

(i), which comply with similar
evolution rule, as given by Eqs. (8) and (10) respectively. The variable
a in Eq. (10) is defined as the difference between the radiuses of the
boundary (denoted by R) and yield surface (represented by Y), as
given by Eq. (11). In addition, the determination of parameters ω(j) in
Eq. (10) shall satisfy the condition prescribed as the Eq. (12). In uniaxial
cyclic tension-compression loading scheme, the evolution Eq. (10) is re-
duced to the one-dimensional formula, as expressed by Eq. (13).

dα jð Þ
∗ ¼ m jð Þ

α ω jð Þ⋅a⋅dεp−α jð Þ
∗ ⋅ dεpj j

� �
ð13Þ

This equation yields any individual variable α ∗
(j) tending toω(j) ⋅ a or

−ω(j) ⋅ a so that their summation α∗ will accordingly approach to a or
−a, constrained by Eq. (12). Therefore, the ultimate saturated stress
will tend to R+ β or−R+ β, in forward or reverse plastic deformation,
respectively. As for a general situation in the three-dimensional space,
the evolution Eq. (10) combinedwith the definition in Eq. (11) and con-
straint in Eq. (12)would eventually lead to such a scenario, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, where the yield surface remains inscribedwithin the enclosure
of boundary surface, implying hardening stagnation. By relating the
movement and deformation of the boundary surface to specific plastic
internal variables, the possible stress state and magnitude is confined
within the domain of the boundary surface.

3.3. The discrete update formulation of the memory surface

Based on the experimental investigation on the cyclic behavior of
the structural steel, primarily through the researches on the saturated
stress within different memorized strain ranges, it is suggested that
the hardening stress in stagnation state is dependent on the maximum
value of equivalent plastic strain in the entire loading history. In this
presented model, we use generalized formulation of memory surfa ce
defined in the strain space, proposed by Ohno [53] as expressed by
(Eqs. 14–18):

g ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3

εp−qð Þ : εp−qð Þ
r

−r ð14Þ
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the hardening stagnation governed by the virtual
boundary surface in deviatoric stress space.

4

dr ¼ h⋅ np : ngð Þ⋅dp g ¼ 0 and np : ng>0ð Þ
0 g<0 or np : ng≤0ð Þ

�
ð15Þ

dq ¼ 1−hð Þ⋅dη⋅ng g ¼ 0 and np : ng>0ð Þ
0 g<0 or np : ng≤0ð Þ

�
ð16Þ

np ¼ dεpffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dεp : dεpp ð17Þ

ng ¼ εp−qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiεp−qð Þ : εp−qð Þp ð18Þ

Where the equation of the memory surface g is defined as the
Eq. (14) and the notation q and r represent the center as well as the ra-
dius of the memory surface, respectively. In the Eq. (15), the term dp
represents the increment of the equivalent plastic strain defined as
Eq. (4) so that the term (np : ng) ⋅ dp is equal to the projection of the in-
cremental plastic strain dεp onto the normal direction of the memory
surface. Similarly, the term dη in Eq. (16) determines the length of the
term dq that can be obtained by the equation of the memory surface,
as presented in the following paragraphs in this section. Furthermore,
the constant parameter h in Eqs. (15) and (16) determines the evolution
rate of the size and center of the memory size.

The next step is to transform those given evolution rules to corre-
sponding iterative update formulas. Through the linearization, the evo-
lutionary path of Δεp can be assumed as linear and divided as two
separated portions: non-evolution stage indicated by the vector in red
color and the successive evolution stage symbolized by the vector in
blue color, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Meanwhile, the evolution rule of the
center of memory surface can be formulated by the following Eq. (19).

Δq ¼ 1−hð Þ⋅Δη⋅ng
nþ1 ð19Þ

Let the notation ζn+1 and eζnþ1 be defined as per Eqs. (20) and (21),
respectively

ζnþ1 ¼ εpnþ1−qnþ1 ð20Þ
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the discrete update formulation ofmemory surface defined in
the deviatoric strain space.
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eζnþ1 ¼ εpnþ1−qn ð21Þ

By substituting the Eqs. (20, 21) into Eq. (19), the following
Eqs. (22), (23) can be obtained.

ng
nþ1 ¼ eng

nþ1 ¼ ζnþ1

‖ζnþ1‖
¼
eζnþ1

‖eζnþ1‖
ð22Þ

‖ζnþ1‖ ¼ ‖eζnþ1‖− 1−hð Þ⋅Δη ð23Þ

Furthermore, the increment of the radius of memory surface can be
obtained by the integral along the linear path of Δεp, as expressed by
Eq. (24).

Δr ¼
Z

dr ¼
Z Δp

Δpr
h⋅ np : ngð Þ⋅d δpð Þ ¼ h⋅

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
‖eζnþ1‖−rn

 !
ð24Þ

Where the notation δp indicates the variation of the accumulated
equivalent plastic strain p from (n-th) to (n + 1-th) step, while the
lower bound of the integral denoted byΔpr is the increment of the accu-
mulated plastic strain within the non-evolution region, as indicated by
the red vector in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the evolution rule of the center
of memory surface can be formulated by Eq. (25) by substituting the
Eqs. (23, (24) into the Eq. (14).

Δq ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2

r
⋅ 1−hð Þ⋅

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
‖eζnþ1‖−rn

 !
⋅ng

nþ1 ð25Þ

Eventually, the complete discrete update formulations of the mem-
ory surface evolution can be expressed by Eqs. (27) and (28).

gtrialnþ1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
3

r
‖eζnþ1‖−rn ð26Þ

Δr ¼ h⋅〈gtrialnþ1〉 ð27Þ

Δq ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2

r
⋅ 1−hð Þ⋅〈gtrialnþ1〉⋅eng

nþ1 ð28Þ

where the notation 〈•〉 stands for function 〈x〉≡ xþ xj j
2 . Note that the first-

order derivative of the function 〈x〉 is discontinuous at the point x = 0,
which compromises convergence due to singularity of the derivative.
Tomitigate this, we employ herein an alternative smooth sigmoid func-
tion S(x) to replace the original non-smooth function in the numerical
solving process, as given by Eq. (29). Through choosing a suitably large
value of the rate factor k, the aforementioned piecewise linear function
〈x〉 may be approximated by the Eq. (30), which mitigates the conver-
gence problem due to the continuity of its first-order derivative, as
shown in Eqs. (31), (32).

S xð Þ ¼ 1
1þ exp −k⋅xð Þ ð29Þ

〈x〉≈ S xð Þ⋅x ð30Þ

S0 xð Þ ¼ k⋅S xð Þ⋅ 1−S xð Þ½ � ð31Þ

〈x〉0 ≈ S0 xð Þ⋅xþ S xð Þ ð32Þ

Through smoothing the original piecewise linear function, we can
obtain a mathematically improved approximation that is compatible
with the iterative solving algorithm in the backward-Euler framework,
as given by Eqs. (33), (34).

Δr ¼ h⋅S gtrialnþ1

� �
⋅gtrialnþ1 ð33Þ
5

Δq ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2

r
⋅ 1−hð Þ⋅S gtrialnþ1

� �
⋅gtrialnþ1⋅eng

nþ1 ð34Þ

3.4. The evolution rule of the radius of the boundary surface

3.4.1. The decomposition of the radius of the boundary surface
In this study, we consider three major mechanisms resulting in the

change of the radius of the boundary surface, as illustrated in the
Fig. 5. Therefore, the radius of the boundary surface (denoted byR)
may be expressed as the summation of three mutually independent
components, as expressed by Eq. (35).

R ¼ Ra þ Rp−Rc ð35Þ

where the notation Ra symbolizes the initial value of the radius of the
boundary surface plus its subsequent expansion due to the amplified
memorized plastic strain range and the term Rp denotes the growth of
the size of boundary surfacewith respect to the accumulated equivalent
plastic strain in certain fixedmemorized plastic strain range. In contrast
to thefirst two terms, the last term Rc represents the temporary contrac-
tion of the boundary surface usually observed if the re-yielding occurs at
an instant when the current equivalent plastic strain does not reach the
memorized plastic strain range in the entire loading history. In order to
quantify thememorized plastic strain range in three-dimensional space,
the constant parameter h in Eq. (33) and (34) is designated as zero. By
this method, the memory surface center is fixed at the origin and the
term r accordingly represents the maximum value of the equivalent
plastic strain max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3⋅εp : εpp� �

in the entire loading history.

3.4.2. The evolution rule of the gradual boundary surface expansion in fixed
memorized plastic strain range

The evolution rule of the boundary surface expansion in fixedmem-
orized strain range is formulated by a function with respect to the accu-
mulated equivalent plastic strain and to the corresponding memorized
plastic strain range. Furthermore, this function is of the following prop-
erty that the value of term Rp should bemonotonically increasing along
with the increase in accumulated equivalent plastic strain, and ulti-
mately tending to a saturated value dependent on thememorized plas-
tic strain range. Conversely, such expansion will be suppressed if the
memorized strain range is increased. To achieve this goal, a new incre-
mental plastic internal variable dρ is proposed to determine the value
of term Rp, as given by the Eq. (36).

dρ ¼ dp−dr ð36Þ

Note that the new incremental variable dρ is equal to the increment
of equivalent plastic strain dpwhen the plastic loading process happens
within certain fixedmemorized strain range since the term dr vanishes.
On the order hand, this variable holds zero in the case of the growth of
accumulated plastic strain accompanied by the increase in memorized
strain range. By virtue of this variable, the evolution rule of term Rp
can be formulated by the following Eqs. (37), (38).

dRp ¼ kRp⋅ Rpmax−Rp
� 	

r
⋅dρ ð37Þ

Rpmax ¼ Rpmax0 þ Rpmax1−Rpmax0
� 	

⋅ 1− exp −kRpmax⋅r
� 	
 � ð38Þ

Governed by the Eq. (37), the expansion of the radius of the bound-
ary surface within fixed memorized stain range will approach the satu-
rated value Rpmax in a rate controlled by the material constant kRp.
Additionally, an exponential law is hereby used to describe the relation-
ship between the saturated value Rpmax and specific memorized strain
range.



Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of three major mechanisms related to the change of radius of boundary surface.
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Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the temporary contraction of boundary surface due to
intermediately reverse plastic deformation.
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3.4.3. The evolution rule of temporary contraction of boundary surface due
to intermediately reverse plastic deformation

In the conventional plasticity model, this phenomenonmight not be
accurately depicted since the plastic internal variables, commonly rep-
resented by the accumulated equivalent plastic strain (denoted by p)
and the memorized plastic strain range (symbolized by r), are mono-
tonically increasing along with the plastic evolution. To address this
issue, in this study, a new plastic internal variable (denoted by χp) is
proposed to indicate the current plastic status, which is defined as the
ratio of current equivalent plastic strain to thememorized plastic strain
range, as expressed by Eq. (39).

χp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3⋅εp : εpp

r
ð39Þ

According to its definition, the term χp is a normalized variable
whose range is the bounded interval [0,1]. Therefore, the condition
that its value equals unity indicates that the current plastic point is lo-
cated on the memory surface and the contraction of the boundary sur-
face does not occur when the reverse displacement is applied.

On the basis of aforementioned introduction, it is summarized that
this phenomenon occurs at the beginning of the reverse plastic defor-
mation. In this model, the inner product of two unit direction tensors,
denoting the direction of previous aswell as current plastic strain incre-
ments, is employed to generalize the notion of reverse deformation in
uniaxial loading and quantify the difference of loading direction be-
tween two successive steps in three-dimensional space, defined as the
following Eqs. (40), (41).

np
n ¼ Δεpn

‖Δεpn‖ ,np ¼ Δεp
‖Δεp‖ ð40Þ

lp ¼ np
n : np ð41Þ

The variable lp is the cosine of the angle between two successive
plastic strain increments. In three-dimensional space, the value of
term lp equals to unity refers to the completely forward plastic
deformation.

Then the term Rctem is defined by the Eq. (42) to describe the depen-
dence of contraction of boundary surface on the above newly defined
variableχp aswell as thememorized plastic strain range (denoted by r).

Rctem ¼ Rcmax⋅ 1− exp −kRc⋅rð Þ½ �⋅ 1−Sχ
� 	 ð42Þ

where the material parameter Rcmax symbolizes the ultimate value of
the contraction when the memorized plastic strain range tends to infi-
nite, and the constant kRc determines its evolution rate with respect to
the memorized plastic strain range. In addition, another term Sχ is
adopted to describes the relationship between the contraction of
boundary surface and the current plastic status, as given by Eq. (43).

Sχ0 ¼ −
1

1þ exp bχ⋅kχ

 �

Sχ1 ¼ 1−
1

1þ exp − 1−bχ
� 	

⋅kχ

 �

Sχ ¼ 1
1þ exp − χp−bχ

� 	
⋅kχ


 �þ Sχ1−Sχ0
� 	

⋅χp þ Sχ0

ð43Þ

Eventually, the term Rc, denoting themagnitude of the contraction of
the boundary surface, can be expressed by the Eq. (44).

Rc,nþ1 ¼ Rc,n þ Rctem−Rc,nð Þ⋅ 1−lp

2
ð44Þ

To illustrate its evolutionary pattern in accordance with these
above-mentioned formulas, the following schematic Fig. 6 manifests a
typical stress-strain response of a simulated specimen undergoing one
7

cycle of deformation with a relatively large strain range and then
followed by a smaller strain amplitude. Eventually, additional cyclic de-
formation with a resumed strain amplitude is applied to demonstrate
the reversibility of this phenomenon. It is noted that at the first and sec-
ond reverse deformation point in the large strain range, the terms Rc re-
mains zero since the current equivalent plastic strain equals the
memorized plastic strain range, as represented by term χp = 1, which
will cause term 1 − Sχ being equal to zero and indicate no contraction
of boundary surface. During the forward as well as reverse deformation
stage after above mentioned turning point, the term Rc holds zero,
notwithstanding the variation of term Rctem with respect to the plastic
internal variable χp. After the hardening stagnation appears signifi-
cantly, smaller strain amplitude is applied up to approach the subse-
quent stagnation status. It is showed that the saturated stress is
reduced to a lower level, which is determined by substituting term
Rctem into the Eq. (44). Eventually, the last cyclic loadingwith the strain
amplitude recovered to the initial value is applied to demonstrate the
reversibility of the contraction of boundary surface. At the onset of the
last cycle, the value of term Rctem is reset as zero so that the contraction
of boundary vanishes since the value of term Rc is updated to zero in ac-
cordance with Eq. (44).

3.4.4. Additional consideration of the reduced hardening rate in re-yielding
stage following intermediately reverse plastic deformation

Another possibly reasonable explanation for the contraction of
boundary surface may be interpreted as that the hardening rate in re-
yielding stage is diminished after applying the reverse displacement in
an intermediate plastic status. To consider this alternative effect on
the reduction of boundary surface, a factorφ for adjusting the hardening
rate in re-yielding stage is proposed, as defined by Eq. (45).

φ ¼ φmin þ 1−φminð Þ⋅Sφ ð45Þ

where the material parameter φmin represents the minimum value of
the reduction factor. Similar with the above section, the herein pre-
sented variable Sφ is defined by the following Eq. (46).
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Sφ0 ¼ −
1

1þ exp bφ⋅kφ

 �

Sφ1 ¼ 1−
1

1þ exp − 1−bφ
� 	

⋅kφ

 �

Sφ ¼ 1
1þ exp − χp−bφ

� 	
⋅kφ


 �þ Sφ1−Sφ0
� 	

⋅χp þ Sφ0

ð46Þ

By substituting the variableφ into Eq. (10), we can obtain amodified
variables α ∗

(j) with the additional consideration of the potential reduc-
tion effect on the hardening rate in re-yielding stage, as given by
Eq. (47).

dα jð Þ
∗ ¼ φ⋅m jð Þ

α
2
3
ω jð Þ⋅a⋅dεp−α jð Þ

∗ ⋅dp
� �

ð47Þ

3.4.5. The evolution rule of the amplified memorized strain range induced
boundary surface expansion

On the basis of the already-proposed update procedures of term Rp
andRc, the evolution rule of the amplified memorized strain range in-
duced boundary surface expansion can be uniquely determined by the
uniaxial stress-strain relationship, as elaborated in the following
statements.

In themonotonic tensile loading scheme, it can be readily confirmed
that the following equation holds true all through the loading proce-
dure, as expressed by Eq. (48).

Δεp11 ¼ Δp ¼ Δr ð48Þ

Consequently, the term Rp and Rc vanish since the condition inwhich
the accumulated plastic strain equals the memorized plastic strain
range eliminates the subsequent increment of the term Rp, and mean-
while the continuously forward plastic deformation, indicating the
term lp holds one, leads to the value of term Rc holding its initial value
as zero. Therefore, themagnitude of the boundary expansion can be ex-
clusively determined by the term Ra, as given by Eq. (49).

Rnþ1 ¼ Ra,nþ1 ð49Þ

Furthermore, in this circumstance, the yield function in three-
dimensional space can be reduced to the specific update formulation,
as expressed by Eq. (50).

σnþ1 ¼ αnþ1 þ Y ¼ ∑
ni

i¼1
β

ið Þ
nþ1 þ∑

nj

j¼1
α jð Þ
∗,nþ1 þ Y ð50Þ

where the term β
ið Þ
and α jð Þ

∗ represent the equivalent stress of term β(i)

as well as α ∗
(j) in one-dimensional space, respectively, so that their up-

date formulation can be attained based on the evolution rule in three-
dimensional space, as given by Eqs. (51), (52).

β
ið Þ
nþ1 ¼ β

ið Þ
n þm ið Þ

β ⋅b ið Þ
sat⋅Δr

1þm ið Þ
β ⋅Δr

ð51Þ

α jð Þ
∗,nþ1 ¼ α jð Þ

∗,n þm jð Þ
α ⋅ω jð Þ⋅anþ1⋅Δr

1þm jð Þ
α ⋅Δr

ð52Þ

Remark that the terms involved with the accumulated equivalent
plastic strain increment Δp and plastic strain increment Δε11p are both
substituted by the increment of memorized plastic strain range Δr, in
accordance with the Eq. (48). Moreover, it is noted that the variable
χp for current plastic status remain one so that the decrease in re-

yielding rate can be excluded from the evolution rule of the term α jð Þ
∗

through removal of term φ.
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By substituting the Eqs. (51) and (52) into Eq. (50) and arrange-
ment, the update formulation of term Ra, n+1 can be obtained, as
expressed by Eq. (53).

Ra ¼
σ rnþ1ð Þ−Y−∑

ni

i¼1

β
ið Þ
n þm ið Þ

β ⋅b ið Þ
sat ⋅Δr

1þm ið Þ
β ⋅Δr

−∑
nj

j¼1

α jð Þ
∗,n

1þm jð Þ
α ⋅Δr

∑
nj

j¼1

m jð Þ
α ⋅ω jð Þ ⋅Δr

1þm jð Þ
α ⋅Δr

þ Y ð53Þ

It is concluded that the value of the term Ra can be directly obtained
through the results of uniaxial tensile test.Moreover, anymonotonically
increasing function for the description of the uniaxial stress-strain rela-
tionship can be employed theoretically in this framework. To consider
collectively the yield plateau and subsequent nonlinear hardening, in
this study, the following piecewise function is utilized to depict the
aforementioned phenomena, as given by Eq. (54).

σ rð Þ ¼
Y0

1−Y0=E
⋅ 1þ rð Þ r<εnhð Þ

σnh þ Δσnh⋅ 1− exp −knh⋅ r−εnhð Þ½ �f g þ k0⋅ r−εnhð Þ r≥εnhð Þ

8<:
ð54Þ

where the parameter εnh and σnh denote the plastic strain range as well
as the uniaxial true stress at the end of yield plateau, respectively. The
first portion of Eq. (54) is to describe the true stress-logarithmic plastic
strain relationship in yield plateau, which is derived from the definition
of yield plateau. By substituting the parameter εnh into this formula, the
term σnh can be readily determined. As for the second part of Eq. (54),
the parameter Δσnh represents the ultimate increase in the nonlinear
hardening stress, while the factor knh controls the evolutionary rate. In
addition, the accompanying linear hardening term (denoted by
k0 ⋅ (r− εnh)) is also included herein and governed by linear hardening
factor k0.

3.5. The modified evolution rule of the elastic region based on the original
YU model

Based on the investigations conducted by [8,9] on the structural
steel, it is suggested that the size of elastic region is usually dependent
on the memorized plastic strain range. To take this effect in account,
the formula for the evolution of elastic region is proposed as the follow-
ing Eq. (55).

Y ¼ Y0−Y0⋅ 1−φYð Þ⋅ 1− exp −kY⋅rð Þ½ � ð55Þ

where the material parameter Y0 symbolizes the initial yield stress and
the factor φY indicates the ratio of the ultimate size of elastic region to
the initial one. Furthermore, the rate of this process is dependent on
the rate factor kY.

4. Validation of proposed model based on the material testing data
of three types of structural steels

4.1. Outlines of material testing on structural steels

To demonstrate the validity of this model in the prediction of stress-
strain relationship under regular as well as irregular actions, the mate-
rial testing data of three types of structural steels, with Chinese steel
grades of LYP100, Q345 and Q420 (equivalent to the S355JR and
S420N in EN 10025) respectively, are used as the basis of the following
calibration of model parameters and validation of new model. These
three involved steels, whose measured yield strength are 104 MPa,
335 MPa and 515Mpa, represent the low yield point steel, the mild
steel as well as the high strength steel respectively, which are com-
monly manufactured and employed in the Chinese civil engineering.



Table 2
Loading schemes used in the material testing on LYP100.

Name Description Detailed loading schemes
(Notation - LS: logarithmic strain; C: Cycles)

SP-00 Monotonic tension Monotonic tensile loading until ultimate
fracture

SP-01 Multi-Level Increasing
Strain–Amplitude

LS:±0.02(5C) → LS:±0.04(5C) → LS:±0.06
(3C)

SP-02 Multi-Level Decreasing
Strain-Amplitude

LS:±0.08(3C) → LS:±0.06(5C) → LS:±0.04
(5C) → LS:±0.02(5C)

SP-03 Cyclic Loading in 2%
Strain-Range

LS: ±0.02 → stagnation status

SP-04 Cyclic Loading in 4%
Strain-Range

LS: ±0.04 → stagnation status

SP-05 Cyclic Loading in 6%
Strain-Range

LS: ±0.06 → stagnation status

SP-06 Cyclic Loading in 8%
Strain-Range

LS: ±0.08 → stagnation status

SP-07 Increasing
Strain-Amplitude per Cycle

Increasing 0.5% strain-amplitude per cycle
from 0.5% to 6.5%
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The original experimental data are cited in the two publications ac-
complished by Zhou [17] and He [5], who conduct the material testing
of Q345/Q420 and LYP100 respectively under different cyclic loading
protocols. As illustrated in Fig. 7, in these experimental studies, two dif-
ferent specimen configurations are employed in the monotonic and cy-
clic tests. The overall information of the loading schemes is presented in
Table 1 for Q345/Q420 and Table 2 for LYP100, respectively. As illus-
trated in Figs. 8 and 9, we select five loading protocols for Q345 and
Q420 aswell as three loading protocols for LYP100 as the representative
examples to demonstrate the accuracy of the new model compared
with the Chaboche and YU model.

(a) Zhou et al., 2015; (b) He et al., 2019.

4.2. Procedures of parameter calibration based on the characteristics of
proposed model

By virtue of the characteristics of the proposedmodel, the entirema-
terial parameters are categorized into three separate groups, in which
Fig. 7. The specimens for the monotonic and cyclic loading tests conducted by.

Table 1
Loading schemes used in the material testing on Q345/Q420.

Name Description Detailed loading schemes (Notation - NS: nominal strain; C: Cycles)

SP-00 Monotonic tension Monotonic tensile loading until ultimate fracture
SP-01 Multi-Level Increasing Strain–Amplitude NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)
SP-02 Multi-Level Decreasing Strain-Amplitude NS:±0.10(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.025(5C)
SP-03 Tension-Unload NS:0.01-Unload(5C) → NS:0.02-Unload(5C) → NS:0.04-Unload(5C) → NS:0.06-Unload

(5C) → NS:0.08-Unload(5C) → NS:0.10-Unload(5C)
SP-04 Alternant Strain-Amplitude NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)
SP-05 Cumulated Maximum Strain-Range Followed by Increasing

Strain-Amplitude: Case I
NS:±0.10(12C) → NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)
(Note: these loading protocols with underline are not completely applied
due to premature ductile fracture)

SP-06 Cumulated Maximum Strain-Range Followed by Increasing
Strain-Amplitude: Case II

NS:±0.10(6C) → NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)

SP-07 Half-Cycle Maximum Strain-Range Followed by Increasing
Strain-Amplitude: Case I

NS:+0.10(0.5C) → NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)

SP-08 Half-Cycle Maximum Strain-Range Followed by Increasing
Strain-Amplitude: Case II

NS:+0.15(0.5C) → NS:±0.025(5C) → NS:±0.05(5C) → NS:±0.075(5C) → NS:±0.10(5C)

SP-09 Random As elaborated in the following Table 1b

(a) Strain-amplitudes in random loading scheme

Sequence Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Strain-Amplitude(%) −3 +7 −5 +3 −1 +6 −1 +1 −1 +1 −5 +2 −1 +10 −3
Sequence Number 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Strain-Amplitude(%) +2 −6 +5 −2 −1 −3 +3 0 +6 0 +10 −6 +10 −10 +9
Sequence Number 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
Strain-Amplitude(%) −10 +1 −10 +1 −5 +3 −2 +7 +1 10 −7 +3 −7 −1 −3
Sequence Number 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
Strain-Amplitude(%) +3 −1 +7 −1 +10 −6 −2 −10 +3 −10 +1 −2 0

9



Fig. 8. The selected loading protocols to demonstrate the prediction results of various plastic behaviors in material testing on Q345 and Q420 steels.
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the parameters can be calibrated by themonotonic as well as two cyclic
materials testing data, respectively. First, based on the monotonic ten-
sile testing data, we can directly obtain the parameters of the first part
of the piecewise function [54], including initial yield stress Y0 and
Young's modulus E. For the parameters in nonlinear hardening stage,
10
the fitting algorithm in MATLAB CurveFitting Tool can be utilized to ac-
quire the approximate material parameters Δσnh, knh, k0.

For the parameters that describe cyclic behaviors, they can also be
assigned into six categories that are corresponding to specific behaviors
possibly emerging in different cyclic loading schemes. The entire



Fig. 9. The selected loading protocols to demonstrate the prediction results of various plastic behaviors in material testing on LYP100 steel.
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parameters in the cyclic behavior group can be completely determined
by two types of cyclic loading scheme: the multi-level increasing strain
amplitude as well as multi-level decreasing strain amplitude controlled
loading protocols. To obtain these parameters efficiently, the numerical
optimizationmethod built in theMATLAB optimization toolbox and the
corresponding procedure proposed by He [5] are implemented to ac-
quire the best approximation.

Remark that the mutual independence of parameters affiliated in
different categories plays a significant role in acquiring a reasonable re-
sult efficiently. It requires that any individual parameter should be des-
ignated to single hardening behavior and there is no significant
interaction between the formulas related to different phenomena. In
this way, the determination of a specific parametermay not impose dis-
tinctive influence on the other parts of themodel that are already deter-
mined by previously calibrated parameters, which can greatly facilitate
the calibration procedure. For instance, in this model, there is inherent
mutual independence between the portions involved with monotonic
and cyclic behaviors. It means that the simulation result of monotonic
tensile testing will not be changed once the corresponding parameters
are calibrated by experimental data, no matter how the other parame-
ters for cyclic behaviors are manipulated in the following calibration
procedure.

The integrated calibrated parameters are listed in following Table 3,
where all parameters are calibrated on the basis of the experimental
data from the uniaxial monotonic tensile test, themulti-level increasing
11
aswell as decreasing strain amplitude controlled test. The rest of testing
data could be used to validate the capacities of the proposed model in
predicting the stress-strain response under the complex seismic actions.
Additionally, the aforementioned YU model as well as the conventional
Chaboche model are simultaneously utilized to predict the hysteretic
response following the identical calibration procedure. The calibrated
parameters for these two models are also listed in Table 4 for the YU
model as well as Table 5 for the ChabocheModel, respectively. The sim-
ulation results based on these two existingmodels could emphasize the
improvement of the prediction contributing to the implementation of
the proposed model.

4.3. The validation of proposedmodel and the comparisonwith two existing
models

The following Figs. 10-12 demonstrate the true stress versus logarith-
mic strain curves obtained by the implementation of the proposedmodel,
the YU model and the Chaboche model, which are involved with the
aforementioned representative loading protocols. By the comparisons
with the experimental data, the remarkable agreement with the testing
results confirms that the proposed model is appropriate to obtain the
stress-strain response for different steel grades under irregular actions.
The simulation results of the monotonic tensile tests on three types of
structural steels with low, medium as well as high measured yield
strength indicate that the initial yield strength and successive hardening



Table 3
Calibrated parameters of proposed model for three steel grades.

Category Description Notation Calibrated parameters for
LYP100

Calibrated parameters for
Q345

Calibrated parameters for
Q420

(a) Parameters calibrated by the data from increasing strain amplitude controlled test.
Elasticity Young's modulus E(MPa) 180,000 205,000 206,000

Poisson's ratio ν 0.3 0.3 0.3

Yield plateau Initial yield stress Y0(MPa) 104 335 515

Nonlinear hardening Plastic strain at the onset of nonlinear hardening εnh 0 0.0076 0.0116
Maximum increase in nonlinear hardening Δσnh 183.2 197.2 126.8
Rate factor knh 13.47 24.66 25.22
Linear hardening rate factor k0 152.7 446.9 318

Category Description Notation Calibrated parameters for
LYP100

Calibrated parameters for
Q345

Calibrated parameters for
Q420

(b) Parameters calibrated by the data from increasing strain amplitude controlled test.
Elastic region Reduced Factor φY 1.1 0.8 0.5

Rate factor kY 378.0 66.8 39.2

Center of boundary surface Rate factors mβ
(1) 0.19 0.16 0.13

mβ
(2) 141.21 41.76 51.78

Saturated values bsat
(1)(MPa) 766.98 2495.73 2533.11

bsat
(2)(MPa) 0.00 60.72 31.45

Hardening rate in re-yielding stage Rate factors mα
(1) 200.52 173.94 1619.12

mα
(2) 11,859.18 622.19 374.73

mα
(3) 1183.57 0.0917 153.73

Proportionality
Coefficients

ω(1) 0.250 0.137 0.519

ω(2) 0.267 0.465 0.278
ω(3) 0.483 0.398 0.203

Expansion of boundary surface in fixed strain
range

Rate factor for
hardening

kRp 0.54 0.77 280

Initial value Rpmax0

(MPa)
0 89.88 0

Ultimate value Rpmax1

(MPa)
130.04 1599.67 497.10

Rate factor kRpmax 84.08 0.467 0.568

(c) Parameters calibrated by the data from decreasing strain amplitude controlled test
Contraction of boundary surface Rate factor kχ 2.071 3.344 2.482

Bias bχ 0.806 0.812 0.807
Maximum value Rcmax

(MPa)
126.43 270.25 75.96

Rate factor kRc 8.65 5.13 18.03

Reduced hardening rate in re-yielding stage Rate factor kφ 20 19.97 217.40
Bias bφ 0.8 0.925 0.983
Minimum value φmin 0.7 0.958 1

Table 4
Calibrated parameters of YU model for three steel grades.

Description Notation Calibrated parameters for LYP100 Calibrated parameters for Q345 Calibrated parameters for Q420

Young's modulus E(MPa) 180,000 205,000 206,000
Poisson's ratio ν 0.3 0.3 0.3

Initial yield stress Y0(MPa) 104 335 515

Re-yielding rate coefficient C 1903.63 508.01 86.58
Re-yielding rate exponent γ 0.11 0.22 0.56
Initial size B(MPa) 119.3 337.96 528.9

Maximum expansion Rsat(MPa) 219.51 246.51 103.24
Rate factor of expansion mR 9.94 15.59 50.72

Maximum distance bsat(MPa) 0.14 2495 2533
Rate factor mb 7.4 0.156 0.13

Proportionality coefficient h 0.2 0.5 1
Initial size of the memory surface r0(MPa) 0 0.03 2.85
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Table 5
Calibrated parameters of Chaboche model for three steel grades.

Description Notation Calibrated parameters for LYP100 Calibrated parameters for Q345 Calibrated parameters for Q420

Young's modulus E(MPa) 180,000 205,000 206,000
Poisson's ratio ν 0.3 0.3 0.3

Initial yield stress Y0(MPa) 104 335 515
Maximum of the isotropic hardening Ysat(MPa) 300.91 513.955 571.41
Rate factor of the isotropic hardening kY 7.029 8.579 9.21

Rate factor of the kinematic hardening C1 20.12 20.524 14.98
C2 30.48 10.163 33.94

Maximum of the kinematic hardening a1 13.58 100.296 105.11
a2 39.25 48.577 20.02
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behavior with or without plastic plateau can be precisely described,
which embodies the inherent consistency between the monotonic and
cyclic behaviors in the framework of proposed model. However, this fea-
ture would not be incorporated in the two existing models that might
lead to less accuracy of the prediction than those derived from the new
model. In addition, it is noted that the hardening behavior in re-yielding
stage and subsequent hardening stagnation can be also depictedwith sat-
isfying accuracy, which validates the effectiveness of the mathematically
improved evolution rule of the boundary surface. For the results of YU
model, it could be noticed that this model could partially describe the
basic features of the hardening stagnation dependent on the memory ef-
fect but not obtain comparably precise hardening rate in the re-yielding
stage, which might result from the monotonic testing data potentially af-
fecting the calibration results of re-yielding rate factor. Meanwhile, the
classical Chaboche model fails to describe such phenomenon due to the
disregard of memory effect in its original version. Moreover, in the pro-
posed model, it has also been taken in account that the temporary con-
traction of boundary surface and reduced re-yielding rate after
intermediately reverse plastic deformation. These two phenomena can
be significantly observed in the case SP-02 as well as SP-07, which is the
main purpose for selecting them as the representative loading protocols.
The corresponding simulation results manifest that the new evolution
function with respect to the normalized plastic internal variable for cur-
rent plastic status can successfully describe these hysteretic behaviors.
However, either the YUor the Chabochemodel produce anoverestimated
result of the predicted stress in the smaller strain amplitude. Moreover,
remark that the case SP-09 for Q345/Q420 is the random loading protocol
that can be regarded as the integration of possible hysteretic characteris-
tics without regularly arranged patterns. The remarkable agreement with
testing data of the random loading scheme suggests the validation of pro-
posed model in predicting the stress-strain response in irregular loading
history.

In order to quantify the accuracy of the simulation results based on
these three models, an index for the error evaluation is employed to as-
sess the effectiveness of different models in predicting the stress-strain
response under various loading schemes. Firstly, for any concerned
loading case, it can be readily to obtain the relative error Ei at specific
stress point σtest,i based on the simulation as well as the testing results,
as given by the Eq. (56).

Ei ¼
σmodel,i−σ test,i
�� ��

σ test,i
�� �� ⋅100% ð56Þ

By sorting the entire relative error values, we can acquire a specific
value E0.955 which there is totally 95.5% of data points whose correspond-
ing relative error Ei are less than. Therefore, this index E0.955 can be
regarded as the relative error index with 95.5% certainty. Unlike the con-
ventional statistic indices represented by the average value, this error
index could be employed to quantity the accuracy of certain models as
well as reduce the influence resulting from some abnormal testing data
13
at low stress level due to measuring error. The below-presented Fig. 13
demonstrates the quantified error evaluation of the simulation results
based on three constitutive models, including proposed model, YU
model aswell as Chabochemodel, upon three different steelswith various
yielding strength. It is noted that the proposedmodelmanifests the signif-
icantly better prediction results rather than the other two models, which
could be indicated by the comparably low error index E0.955 whose maxi-
mum is less than11% in any loading cases of threedifferent steelmaterials.
In particular, for the random loading schemes in Q345 and Q420, these
data are crucial to examine the generalization ability of concerned
model and also to investigate its feasibility in the prediction of the struc-
tural response under irregular seismic action. These corresponding error
indices suggest that the proposedmodel is capable to obtain themore ac-
curate stress-strain response under random loading history, with the 7.1%
error index for Q345 and 9.8% for Q420, compared with the higher error
indices of the YU model and Chaboche model in such loading scheme.
The main reason for the improvement of prediction is that the proposed
model is able to incorporate more potential cyclic behaviors than the
other conventional models. For instance, the large error produced by the
Chaboche model is due to its lack of capacity in description of strain
range dependence effect. It will lead to the misprediction of the shape of
hysteretic loops in large strain amplitude, as shown in Fig. 10., once
using the constant parameters consistent with data in small strain ampli-
tude. Compared with the results of Chaboche model, the YU model can
produce better prediction since the memory surface is included for the
strain range dependence, as presented in Fig. 10. SP-01. However, both
of them will still not make satisfying prediction under descending strain
controlled test, as illustrated in Fig. 10. SP-02 In contrast, the proposed
model can producemore better prediction since threemajormechanisms
related to the change of stress boundary surface are consideredwithin the
basic framework, especially including the temporary contraction of stress
boundary surface due to intermediate reverse strain as indicated in Fig. 10.
SP-02 of proposed model. Upon the error analysis, it could be concluded
that the testing data from three typical loading cases, namely the uniaxial
monotonic tensile test, the multi-level increasing as well as decreasing
strain-amplitude controlled test, are sufficient to calibrate the appropriate
material parameters of proposed model to acquire the stress-strain re-
sponse under irregular seismic action with satisfying accuracy.

5. Conclusions

With the collective considerations of various hardening behavior of
common steels, this paper presents a newmodel in order to incorporate
these phenomena and to address the problems with the accuracy as
well as convergence in numerical process involved with the existing
models. The primary improvements of proposed model can be summa-
rized as the following statements:

(1) A new evolution rule of backstress is developed to describe the
work-hardening stagnation. It originates from the concept of vir-
tual boundary surface and is formulated as the combination of
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Fig. 10. Simulation results based on three models under selected loading protocols compared with Q345 steel material testing results.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results based on three models under selected loading protocols compared with Q420 steel material testing results.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results based on three models under selected loading protocols compared with LYP100 steel material testing results.
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several superposed components, which leads to an explicit dis-
crete update formulation and fundamentally eliminate the con-
vergence problems potentially encountered in YU model.

(2) This model considers the memory effects in strain space. The
generalized evolution rule of memory surface is employed and
transformed to the discrete update formulations that are
second-order continuous in order to improve the convergence
in numerical procedure.

(3) The evolution rule of boundary surface determines the value of
peak stress in the stagnation status. In this model, the radius of
boundary surface is assumed as the combination of three se-
parated parts, which refer to the expansion of boundary surface
induced by the increasing memorized strain range, by the accu-
mulated plastic strain in fixed memorized strain range, and the
temporary contraction after intermediately reverse plastic defor-
mation.

(4) The term referring to the boundary surface expansion induced by
the increasing memorized strain range can be explicitly
16
determined by themonotonic tensile test. These involved formu-
las ensure fundamentally the inherent consistency between
monotonic and cyclic behavior so that it can lead to a perfect re-
production of the monotonic stress-strain relationship, regard-
less of the change of parameters involved with cyclic behaviors.

(5) Another term, indicating the boundary surface expansion in-
duced only by accumulated plastic strain, is defined as the vari-
able that can only be altered in fixed memorized strain range.
Based on this assumption, a new incremental plastic variable is
defined as the difference of the increment of accumulated plastic
strain and thememorized strain range. This variablewill become
positive only if the cyclic loading is imposed within the fixed
memorized strain range, so that it can determine the boundary
surface expansion induced by accumulated plastic strain.

(6) A new normalized plastic internal variable is defined to quantify
the current plastic status compared with the memorized stain
range in the whole loading history. With respect to this newly
proposed internal variable, it is possible to evaluate the



Fig. 13. Relative error indices of the simulations based on three models.
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dependence of the temporary contraction of boundary surface as
well as the reduction of re-yielding rate on the current plastic sta-
tus when the reverse plastic deformation is applied.

(7) An additional consideration of the dependence of the elastic re-
gion size on the memorized strain range is incorporated in this
model, in accordance with the involved studies suggesting that
the yield surface might be altered with respect to the plastic
history.

All these features are formulated by the mutual independent
equations that describe the corresponding plastic behaviors, which
facilitates the calibration process. Through the comparison of the
simulation results and the experimental data, it can be concluded
that these hardening behaviors can be precisely described by pro-
posed model. Moreover, the remarkable agreement with experimen-
tal results under random loading schemes can validate its capacity of
predicting the stress-strain response of different structural steels
under irregular actions.
17
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